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A Collapse to a Fresh Start
This is a story of two young people who
make their way out of Chicago and run to a
very rural area of Colorado when they feel
the United States is about to suffer an
economic collapse and maybe change
forever. The change both for them and in
their country is a very large one indeed.
This early story was published under the
pen name of Jack Forester. I have gone
through this story and found many of the
errors and corrected them (no Im sure I did
not find them all!). I have re-written
sections and added additional material as I
have gone through this early work of mine.
As always in my stories there is no foul
language or explicit sex though there is
some violence. My stories are only meant
to provide an afternoon or evening of
reading enjoyment. If when reading any
story you find that an occasional
grammatical error spoils your whole
experience then you may wish forgo
reading this story as I am sure some errors
can be found within it despite my best
efforts.
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